Winter Fest Show Descriptions
Hey Presto
A magician who has been entertaining audiences with
comedy magic and rapid balloon sculptures for the past
15 years. His warm, personal manner is why he was
chosen as one of the WA Clown Doctors in 2000, and he is
still sometimes found prescribing magical fun at PMH
children’s hospital.

Magnus’ Explosion Laboratory**
What do you get if you add a human Berocca host to a
laboratory full of science experiments? An explosively
good time!
Join effervescent Magnus Danger Magnus for a safe and
interactive exploration of some favourite STEM concepts.
Inspired by his passion for science, and a desire to impart
that love of STEM to his preschool-aged daughter,
Magnus created EXPLOSION LABORATORY. Through
astounding demonstrations and (supervised, safe)
interactive experiments, MAGNUS’ EXPLOSION LAB. will
teach basic principles of physics, chemistry and
electromagnetism. 2019 Fringe Festival – Joint WA
Winner, Children’s Event Award.
**Selected shows will include an Auslan interpreting, and
closed captioning.

The Leaping Lillies
Fun, acrobatic troupe performing balancing and
gymnastic skills. Featuring rope expert.
The Leaping Lillies are three hopeless showoffs while
getting up to all the best sort of mischief on stage. Join
the team for circus antics and old-fashioned mischief
where anything could happen. Featuring acrobatics,
manipulation, and daring acts. Starring 3 of Perth's most
loved children's performers; Miss Gail Force, The Cat's
Meow and Miss Red. These 3 unlikely friends band
together to have another brilliant adventure. Suitable for
3 years and up.
*Audio Describing and a Tactile Tour prior to the show
can be offered on Saturday 13 and Sunday 21 July,
bookings must be made through DADAA.

Libby Hammer presents The Adventures of
Charlie, Dizzy and Stella
A series of poems penned by local playwright Melanie
Bainbridge, featuring three adorable and plucky
characters based on the names of famous jazz musicians
and songs. The musical score is by Libby Hammer, and
features excerpts of standard jazz melodies that permeate
the story in the style of Prokofiev’s Peter And The Wolf.
As well as featuring projected story illustrations by Libby’s
daughter Genevieve, this show provides opportunities for
children to echo the simple melodies while following
along on an exciting adventure by our jazzy crew of three.
**Selected shows will include an Auslan interpreting, and
closed captioning.

The Chipolatas
Established in 1992, The Chipolatas present unique
performances incorporating high-octane circus skills,
music, theatre and dance. Blending accordion and
acoustic rhythms with hip-hop and street style, our
performances and inspiration are embedded in worldwide
culture. This is the essence of our unique identity; mixing
traditional roots with contemporary stylings.
*Audio Describing can be offered at the shows on
Wednesday 17 and Sunday 21 July, bookings must be
made through DADAA.
**Please note - This show features some loud noises

Beeswax & Bottlecaps presents Who Nose? (A
clowning adventure)
classical non-speaking theatrical clowning show with
elements of circus, acrobatics and slapstick. This show
focuses on the imagination and wonderment.
Two bright red-nosed charismatic clowns take the stage in
a playful romp focusing on adventure and discovery. As if
they are looking at the world for the very first time, these
clowns weave comedy, creativity and a touch of circus
together in a wild adventure. Children of all ages and
languages can discover the extraordinary in this silent
comedy as everyday objects transform into wondrous
feats of the imagination.
*Audio Describing can be offered at the shows on
Wednesday 10 and Saturday 13.

Beeswax & Bottlecaps presents The Great Gagliardis Circus Show Extraordinaire!
This comedy duo have an unhealthy obsession for
laughter and the ridiculously silly. With a mixing pot of
variety, vaudeville and circus, these two have travelled
the world, dragging suitcases of shenanigans and bringing
giggles to the masses. Features plate spinning, comedy
juggling, Comedy Acro and table sliding and Aerial Lollipop
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